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The Spoken BNC2014 User Licence 

 

Preamble 

The Spoken BNC2014 is a publicly-accessible resource. This means that anyone 

may obtain a copy and use it for non-commercial research. However, the materials 

contained within the corpus are not in the public domain. The copyright is owned by 

Cambridge University Press.  

Use of the Spoken BNC2014 without registering and submitting a request via this 

form is forbidden. By registering and submitting this form you are entering into a 

license with Cambridge University Press. In using the Spoken BNC2014 you are 

bound by the following terms and conditions.  

 

Terms used in this licence 

• The Corpus: the Spoken British National Corpus 2014, including (a) the texts 
of the Corpus, (b) any modified versions of this Corpus supplied alongside 
those texts, and (c) all supplementary documentation and other material 
supplied alongside those texts. 

• We/Us: Lancaster University, distributor of the Corpus, acting on our own 
behalf and on behalf of our partner Cambridge University Press as copyright 
holders in the material contained within the Corpus. 

• You: the signatory of this licence, to whom permission to access and use the 
Corpus is granted.  

• You may sign this licence either as an individual, or as a representative of an 
institution. In cases where different conditions apply to individual and 
institutional signatories, this is stated explicitly below: “If you are an individual 
signatory…” / “If you are an institutional signatory…” 

 

General use of the Corpus 

• You may make use of the Corpus only:  (a) for purposes of non-commercial 
research, or (b) for purposes of teaching. 

• You must at all times respect the privacy of speakers in the texts of the 
Corpus. In particular, you must not attempt to undo or bypass any of the 
anonymisation in any of the texts in the Corpus. 

• If you are an individual signatory, you must ensure that your use of the 
Corpus, or use of the Corpus by other persons through any interface created 
or maintained by you, adheres to the terms of this licence. 

• If you are an institutional signatory, you must ensure that use of the Corpus 
by any person affiliated to your institution, or who gains access to the Corpus 
through an interface created or maintained by your institution, adheres to the 
terms of this licence. 
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Publication of research 

• You may publish the results of research that uses the Corpus. 

• In any such publication, you may reproduce excerpts of the texts of the 
Corpus only as permitted under UK copyright law and “fair dealing”. You must 
clearly identify any such excerpt as originating from the Corpus and as owned 
by Cambridge University Press. 

• In any such publication, you must acknowledge the use of the Corpus in your 
research, by citing the following standard reference (in your field’s usual 
referencing style): 

Love, R., Dembry, C., Hardie, A., Brezina, V., & McEnery, T. (2017). The 

Spoken BNC2014: Designing and building a spoken corpus of everyday 

conversations. International Journal of Corpus Linguistics, 22(3), 319-344. 

• We ask you to (but you do not have to) inform us of such publications through 
our website, so that we can list them in appropriate public bibliographies of 
research that uses the Corpus. 

 

Reproduction and modification of the Corpus 

• If you are an individual signatory, you may make an unlimited number of 
copies of the Corpus for your personal use only.  

• If you are an institutional signatory, you may make an unlimited number of 
copies of the Corpus for use by people affiliated to your institution (that is: 
employees and, if you are an educational institution, students). Likewise, you 
may copy the Corpus to a shared drive or network location within your 
institution, so long as this location can only be accessed by people affiliated to 
your institution.  

• You must not redistribute the Corpus. This means that you must not 
transfer, or allow to be transferred, any copy (in part or full) of the Corpus or a 
modified version of the Corpus, to any other person or institution. 

• You must not allow any other person or institution to access or use the 
Corpus, except under the conditions outlined below for online interfaces. 

• You must store all your copies of the Corpus on computer equipment that you 
own and is under your direct control. In particular, you must not store any 
copy of the Corpus on any external “Cloud” Internet service. 

• You may re-encode, reformat, annotate, and/or modify the Corpus in any way, 
and make use of, and/or make copies of, such a modified version of the 
Corpus in any of the ways that this licence permits. 

• You must not pass copies of any such modified version of the Corpus, or any 
part of such a modified version, to any other person or institution (if you are an 
institutional signatory: to any person not affiliated to your institution as defined 
above). 

• If you wish to allow others to obtain a copy of such a modified version of the 
Corpus, you may submit the modified version to us for distribution alongside 
the original Corpus.  
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• We reserve the right to accept or reject any such submission. If we accept 
such a submission, we reserve the right to distribute the modified version 
under a licence with more restrictive terms than those outlined here. 

• You hereby agree that any intellectual property that you hold in a modified 
version of the Corpus, that is submitted to us and that we accept, shall be 
assigned to Cambridge University Press. 

 

Use in online interfaces 

• You may allow others to make use of your copy of the Corpus, or any 
modified version, via an online interface.  

• You must ensure that any such online interface allows the Corpus to be used 
only in accordance with this licence. In particular: 

• You must provide us, on request, with access to any such online interface.  

• You must provide us, on request, with full details in writing of how access to 
the corpus data in any such online interface is monitored and controlled in 
accordance with the conditions above.  

 

Commercial use of the Corpus 

• You must not make use of the Corpus for any commercial or profit-making 
purpose under this licence.  

• You may apply separately to us in writing for permission to make commercial 
use of the Corpus under a commercial licence.  

• We reserve the right to refuse such requests, or to grant them subject to 
payment and/or subject to a licence with more restrictive terms than those 
outlined here. 

 

Other conditions of use 

• You hereby acknowledge that the Corpus data is provided to you “as is”, 
without any warranty, without even the implied warranty of fitness for a 
particular purpose.  

• You hereby agree that we will not be liable to you for loss of profits, goodwill 
or any kind of consequential losses of any nature arising from your use of the 
Corpus, even if such loss was foreseeable. 

 

Termination of the licence 

• We may terminate this licence at any point, by giving you notice in writing. 
You must erase all copies of the Corpus in your possession upon receipt of 
such notice.  

• You may terminate this licence at any point, by erasing all copies of the 
Corpus in your possession. 
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Data Protection 

We will use your data in accordance with the Data Protection Act. 

 

 

 

 

 

This licence may be signed online (go to http://corpora.lancs.ac.uk/bnc2014). 

 

To sign in paper form, please print out this document and fill in the details below. 

 

YOUR NAME: 
 

 

YOUR EMAIL ADDRESS:  

(or postal address if you don’t have one) 

 

 

YOUR INSTITUTIONAL AFFILIATION:  

(leave empty if none) 

 

 

YOUR COUNTRY / REGION: 
 

 

Are you signing just for yourself, or for your institution? 

□  I am signing this licence as an individual 

□  I am signing this licence on behalf of the institution named above 

 

I confirm that I have read, and agree to, the terms of the licence above. 

 

SIGN HERE:  

 

DATE: 

 

 

http://corpora.lancs.ac.uk/bnc2014

